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 It was released for the PlayStation and Game Boy Color. It was released in the United States on September 28, 1999, while
Europe received the game on October 6, 1999. It was released in the United Kingdom on May 13, 2000. EA Sports released the
game one day after the release of the film, Dream Team, and the game was featured prominently in the film. Contents Summary

A first-year college coach of the Michigan Wolverines, Phil is currently preparing his team for the upcoming ACC Challenge
tournament, but he has received an offer to become a consultant for the German National Soccer Team. With the tournament
only three weeks away, he and his fellow coaches prepare for the tournament, where their team hopes to be named the winner.
Gameplay All of the game's playable teams are divided into regions: North America, South America, Europe, Asia and Africa.

Each team has a default home stadium, as well as stadiums in the regional championship. For example, the Germans play at
their home stadium, St. James' Park in Newcastle, England. Also each team has one player who, in the game, is referred to as
the B-Squad. The B-Squad player is either a very experienced senior international player, or a young player whom the coach

believes will someday be a great international star. In FIFA 2000, the game uses a tweaked version of the game engine
introduced in FIFA 99. This introduces a new Defensive Trait, the Heading Trait, and some minor game engine enhancements.
In addition to the default Create-a-Player, three players can be created through the user-generated content function: Face Your
Foe, Dream Team, and Play the Replay. Major Features The number of leagues has been increased to 34. In this version of the
game, AI managers can switch formations on the fly and they may even mess around with some players and formations. They

will also sometimes do things to make the game more interesting. They have been more scientific in their attempts to "play" and
have begun to try and beat the computer in small aspects of gameplay. Their Headers are not nearly as bad as they were in FIFA
99, and for the most part do not change the results of the game anymore. (It is possible to still screw up your position by doing it

in a bad game, though.) Their runs are pretty accurate now, although not as accurate as in FIFA 99. The AI will 82157476af
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